
Englanninkieliset äänteet:


Sh - Shirt, Shiny, Ship, Finish, Shape, Shy

Impish British shops should not sell bluish shoes that shrink .

Sharp shapely shards of shale shimmer in the sun shine.

Stylish food shops should sell fish, shrimp, mashed squash, and sherbet. 


Thö - The, There, Them, Rather, 

Another father withered in the hot weather.   

That brother's mother and father smooth lathered red leather, yellow leather. 

Beth and Ruth gathered another zither and some heather for their mothers. 


Thh - Think, throw, tooth, thank, health

A thousand and three theories thought nothing of health.

Timothy threw teeth, thimbles, and thongs through the hearth.

Math and theology are worth thinking about to be wealthy and healthy.


Gjö - Germany, Jargon, Job, Juice, Giant

Jimmy James enjoys jamming on the banjo. 

Janis and Jasper object to jelly and juice at a jamboree.  

Jack and Jill, the jolly jesters, are abject jealous jilters.  


Vfö - Victim, Viable, Of, Believe

Vivid visions of vast riches drove Evan to violence.

Conservation drives savvy investors to save their valuables in vaults.  

Environmentalists believe that diverse varmints have vanishing lives. 


Q - Request, Quiet

Quiet queens quiver when quilting

Quintessential squids quit squirting in quick squalls.  

Quackish esquires quibble over quick inquiries of questions on quizzes.


R - Original, Order, Red, Arrive

Rowdy Brandy arrived in the room ready to rock and roll.

Regular regimens of vigorous exercise are great for heart and spirit.

Hares, bears, robins, and sparrows romp and roam in rustic rural areas.


ZZZ - Organize, Zen, Zoo

Tasmanian chimpanzees buzz on kazoos in zoos.

Zany zebras easily zip and zigzag through busy zones. 

Dizzy Zairian zealots zap fuzzy zinging zombies.  


W - Way, Between, Wonder, Weather

Wishing for warm weather in winter is welcomed. 

When a shrew swallows a wet withering weed it swells in it’s craw. 

Slow sweaty wombats wallow in wet watery swilling sewage.


Jsz - Measure, Treasure, Vision, Pleasure

Seizures, lesions, and circumcisions are no pleasure.

Keep your composure, with no confusion, when hunting treasure.

Exposure to unusual conclusions can cause conversions. 


Ch - Charge, Check, Charcoal, Challenge, Chin, Church, Choice

Chuck munched a bunch of cherries and quiche.

Charles chucked each charring torch into a drenched pouch.

Chunky chipmunks search birch trees for chestnuts to crunch.
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